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HCGGA Standards: Festival Sale of Fresh Garlic
One of our chief concerns is garlic disease. Unfortunately,
there are a few different garlic diseases and pests running
around in this country and they're all over the place. We
cannot in good conscience support or condone selling such
garlic to the public knowing that they will plant it and infect
their gardens with garlic diseases and/or pests.
We do our best to educate growers at all levels on what
pathogens and pests are and how to recognize them and
suggest ways to deal with them sustainably.
While we can't guarantee anyone else's garlic to be
absolutely disease free planting stock, we want to do
everything we can to see that it is, anyway. Sometimes garlic
that looks & smells & feels good is diseased and the
observer is fooled. But at least we're making a sincere effort
to help growers learn how to avoid bad garlic. Ultimately, it
is up to each grower to practice high plant health standards
and be responsible for their own garlic. This standard
provides instruction for all garlic brought to the Festival for
sale and/or demonstration use.

UNACCEPTABLE GARLIC CHART
Not Acceptable
Reason: ragged stem
cut, dirty & loose
wrappers, roots not
trimmed.
Not Acceptable
Reason: stems not
trimmed, loose/brown
leaves still attached,
stained wrappers, roots not
trimmed. Bulbs obviously
have been washed off, but
more needed to ensure as
healthiest bulb possible
with no signs of disease, damage or infestation under
excess wrapper leaves and long untrimmed roots.
Better but Still Not
Acceptable
Reason: roots again
not trimmed and dirt
on wrappers and
around basal plate.

Better but Still Not
Acceptable
HCGGA Standard
Mature and well cured, compact, with cloves well filled and
plump, free from mold, decay, shattered cloves, and from
damage caused by dirt or staining, sunburn, sunscald, cuts,
sprouts, tops, roots, disease, insects, or mechanical or other
means. Each bulb shall be well enclosed in its outer sheath.
HCGGA Checklist
• Firm bulbs, no soft, dry or discoloured or exposed cloves.
• Clean and free from mold, decay, damage, dirt, disease.
• Roots trimmed no less than 1⁄4” to maximum of 1”.
• Transport and display containers clean and washed free of
dirt and debris
BUY LOCAL, BUY ORGANIC, BUY CANADIAN

Reason: loose wrapper and
dirt around roots/basal plate

Not Acceptable
Reason: diseased garlic,
smells bad.
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If you want something done, ask a busy person to do it.
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Notes from our garlic patch

Softneck Harvest Indicator

From the editor’s desk
Usually, when I sit down at the computer
to put together the Garlic News, I find it
a very rewarding experience, reading the
letters that members sent in, admiring photos and enjoying
the articles, both serious and those touched with humour.
Not so this time. The bad news has quite out-weighed the
good. Stories of flooded garlic fields, rain, rain and more rain,
drought in other parts of the country, and panic phone calls
from growers who are seeing their beautiful garlic crop dying
from some new disease they have never encountered before
have dominated my garlic guru personae. It is depressing.
Garlic is good, garlic is good for you, garlic heals, garlic
makes you strong, so why are all these bad news stories
coming this year? Has Mother Nature decided to punish garlic
farmers, both the good and bad ones for the greed of a few?
One must wonder.
Garlic experts know that you count leaves on garlic to judge
There are some "Good News" stories, thank goodness, from when garlic is ready to harvest. Well, that may be true for
which to take comfort.
the hardnecks - Porcelains, Rocamboles and Purple Stripes,
Al Picketts, with his wit and knowledge, is back. His but - - Ramblings column is always informative and his current one - - - did you know that the softnecks- Artichokes &
on freezing garlic planting stock is no different. Thank you, Silverskins and some of the semi-bolting Asiatics and
Turbans fall over as harvest approaches. This happens about
Al. We're glad to have you back.
the same time as scapes appear on hardnecks. The softnecks
Congratulations to the team at the Haliburton County Garlic may or may not follow the leaf count guidance.
Growers Association their initiative of taking positive steps to
improve garlic quality. The cover page of this issue is in
recognition of a very courageous project, that of telling Grazed Cover Crops
vendors that poor or unsuitable garlic will just not be allowed A University of Manitoba study in Carman, MB found that
for sale at their garlic festival. It sends a message that says, soil nitrogen in fields of cover crops grazed by sheep was
"Enough is enough. There may be shoddy growers elsewhere double that of ungrazed fields. Crops were tilled under in
but we just won't allow shoddy practice here." I doubt that any September and soil analyzed in October. The study is
of their vendors will cry "foul" for fear of being labelled as a published online.
bad farmer.
Ail Quebec continues to be a "Good News" story, with very
positive support to growers despite a year of flooding that
severely damaged many crops. Jean Lafontaine does a fine job
of presenting the highlights of this great Association.

Small Farmers Journal
This rural magazine
published in Oregon
contains a wealth of
practical
information.
This horse-drawn digger
was tested on harvesting
garlic.

The best news is that there was little space left in this issue of
the Garlic News for my own reports, all available space being
taken up by articles and letters from members. Member letters
and reports are valuable in helping spread the gospel of garlic
to growers so I give them priority over my own work. I do
promise to publish the 2017 Garlic Performance Comparison,
spring planting results, and other trials reports and useful date Garlic News “Thank You”
in the Winter Issue.
- - to the following who added $$ to their membership
renewals to help with the rising costs of production and
Being born and raised in Saskatchewan, “next year country", mailing.
I trust that "next year”, 2018 will bring bumper crops of Cal & Elaine Davison, Victor Danyluk, Al Picketts, Ron
beautiful, healthy garlic bulbs from every corner of this vast Matheson, L. Neale Smith.
land of ours. To those growers that suffered catastrophic The Garlic News is alive and well! Thank you!
losses, keep a good heart. You can start over again with the
assurance that next year will be better.
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Eastern Ontario Garlic Awards Competition 2017

Eastern Ontario region and is the only event of its kind
conducted in Canada. While many festivals give prizes for
fancy braids or huge bulbs, this competition is based on the
approved Judging Standard for garlic. It is judged by an
independent, OHA qualified judge who assigns points for
the four classes or categories called up by the Standard. The
winner is determined by the highest cumulative scores
earned in all classes.

The Woodman Trophy, awarded for the best garlic grown in
Eastern Ontario

Winners of the 21st Annual Competition are:
Champion Garlic Grower 2017
Dorothy Oogarah, Centreville, ON
Reserve Champion Garlic Grower 2017
Catherine Cheff, Renfrew, ON
Honorary Mention
Ali Gangnier Ross, Perth, ON
Hearty congratulations to the 2017 Champion, Dorothy
Oogarah for winning 1st in all classes! Dorothy had entered
in previous years without success and this year, her
dedication to producing quality paid off.

L to R: Catherine Cheff, Reserve Champion, editor Paul
Pospisil & Competition Supervisor, Lion Karen MacLean.
Photo credit: Louise Day

The 2017 Awards competition again demonstrated the keen
interest of the best growers of top quality garlic, unafraid to
put it up for independent comparison and judging against
others. Judge Pat Best of Elgin, Ontario, judging this event
for the first time, was faced with the challenging task of
deciding between entries of superior quality.
Officiating at the Awards were the following:
• Karen MacLean, Competition Clerk & Supervisor.
• Pat Best, OHA judge.
Sponsors of the prizes were:
• Dianne Dowling, NFU Local 316, $100 prize donor.
• Kim Perry, Local Family Farms, $50 prize donor.
• Paul Pospisil, Awards founder, donor of certificates,
ribbons and trophies.
A great vote of thanks goes to the Verona Lion’s Club for
hosting the Garlic Awards, conducting the presentation of
prizes and providing needed support

Paul Pospisil & Diane Dowling make the presentations to
Dorothy Oogarah, centre, at the Awards Ceremony.
Photo credit Craig Bakay

Catherine Cheff, who achieved an "Honourable Mention"
in 2016, moved up to 2nd place to take the 2017 Reserve
Champion position.
The Awards competition, inaugurated at the first garlic
festival held in Perth in 1997, has been instrumental in
raising the bar on garlic quality over the past 21 years. It is
the official garlic competition open to all growers in the

The 2018 Eastern Ontario Garlic Awards competition will
be held Saturday, September 1, 2018 of the Labour Day
weekend at the Verona Lions Garlic Festival. Mark the date
on your calendar now and plan on entering to see how your
garlic measures up!
Copies of the Entry package and Judging Standard, are
available on request from the editor at no charge. Festival
organizers in other areas are encouraged to include a similar
competition in your festival events program. It has the dual
benefit of drawing public interest, and, helping to raise the
quality of garlic grown in your region.
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Ramblings
Storing garlic in the freezer
by: Al Picketts

Surely by now everyone knows how
to store garlic. If, by the off chance,
you missed some of my silly
ramblings, I’ll run through it again
and maybe add a bit more.
Always use a mesh bag to store your garlic or some other
container with lots and lots of air holes. Garlic is alive and
must be able to breathe or it will die and rot.
Garlic is triggered to grow in a temperature range of 0 to 10
C. This is called the vernalizing temperature. If you want to
store garlic for a long time, avoid this range. That means you
should store your garlic above 10 C. An ideal temperature
would be about 13 C, and if that is not achievable, use a
warmer range. The average refrigerator is usually set at
about 5 C, so only use it to store your other vegetables and
meats but not your garlic unless you want it to grow.
An even better way to store your garlic is to use a freezer set
at -2 C to -8 C. I think -8 C is a bit risky and I use -2 C for
my freezers. You’ll need to buy an electronic temperature
controller to get this temperature. Factory built freezers are
set for about -20 C with a range of only a few degrees which
is much too cold. Remember that the walls of the freezer are
the coldest part due to the location of the cooling coils and
they get much colder than -2 C or even -8 C so I like to pad
the walls with bubble wrap to create a space between the
garlic and the walls. You could use plastic or wooden lattice,
but I wouldn’t recommend corrugated cardboard because it
will collapse. If the bulbs touch the walls, frozen cloves
could result. Frozen cloves are dead. They will not grow and
will rot quickly when removed from the freezer. They appear
to be a translucent, yellowish rubber and will take on an odd
odour. Discard them.
For the best results, it is important to put garlic in the freezer
early before it starts growing; even before it is triggered to
grow. If the garlic is triggered to grow, you will not see any
green shoots coming out of your garlic bulbs but if you cut
a clove open you would see a green shoot forming. If the
garlic is put in the -2 C freezer before this happens then it
will sit dormant for as long as it is in the freezer. When it
comes out of the freezer, it will act as any garlic would that
wasn’t in a freezer. It will be ready for fresh garlic sales or
for planting. You could make it into dehydrated garlic or
black garlic. It is just like fresh garlic.
If the garlic has started to grow, either visibly or not, it will
stop growing when put into the -2 Deg C freezer. Again,
when removed from the freezer, it will behave as if it had
never been in the freezer. It will continue to grow. This is
important information. If you are planning to use the garlic
for planting this is what you can expect:
Planting triggered garlic from the freezer will grow very
quickly regardless of the time of year it is planted. If it is
planted in the spring it will grow quickly and all is well. If it
is planted in the fall (maybe a year or two later) it will grow

quickly. Winter will come and your growing garlic will die.
So, for fall planting, use only garlic that has not been
vernalized so it will sit quiet all winter and not get killed.
In April, this year I planted about 3000 cloves of Purple
Stripe Marbled in 4 varieties. It was up and growing almost
before I left the field. On the flip side, I also planted 2500
cloves of Marino at the same time. The PSM, the Creoles,
the Elephants, and the Silverskins were all up and growing
beautifully while the Marino just sat and did nothing. About
5 or 6 weeks later, like a teenager after a tough Saturday
night, the Marino made its entrance. It is August 6 as I write
and the Marino has yet to scape. The PSM is ready to
harvest. The Creoles are just starting to scape and the
Silverskins are sending up a few. But nothing on the Marino
yet. The fall planted Marino will be ready for harvest in
about 2 weeks with the scapes removed about 10 days ago.
I have some garlic in the freezer now that was put there
almost 2 years ago. I am reasonably sure that it was not
sprouting when put into the freezer. I plan to plant some this
October and again in April. I have also set up an experiment
to determine the viability of some Creole garlic in the
freezer. It is divided up into 4-bulb packages. One package
is to be planted in April each successive year until the garlic
is either dead or all planted. There is enough garlic to plant
yearly to 2024. I choose April as the planting time here in
PEI because Creoles seem to grow much better and larger
when planted in the spring.
2017 has been a strange year, weather-wise, right across the
country. Ontario and Quebec have had more rain than they
need. Some areas are too hot, some too cold. Here in PEI the
weather has been dry, very dry. It is raining today and this is
the fourth rain since July 1. It is also the year that Eureka
Garlic is harvesting the best crop ever. Even the tiny Vekak
Czech is a reasonable size. But the Porcelains are very, very
nice. Best ever. And the Persian Star. Wow! Best ever. And
that goes for the Rocamboles as well, many very large bulbs.
We’re running out of drying space. The crop is coming in
just fine thanks to a great crew. My days of hard work are
rapidly coming to an end and a mid-day nap is considered
essential now. My golden years seem to have been infiltrated
with lead.

See page 15 for full page ad of Al's garlic & products.
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Ail Quebec News
By: Jean Lafontaine

One year ago, based on the
assumption that I might have
been unwittingly contaminating
my soil with Botrytis infected
seeds in the past, I peeled every
single clove before planting,
remember? In case some readers
considered
following
my
example, I want to make it clear that my garlic suffered plenty
fungal diseases, including Botrytis, again this summer. In fact,
a lot of producers had them too, thanks to this year’s
particularly wet conditions.
Some of us who planted garlic late fall in 2016 pressed cloves
into wet soils which did not have a chance to freeze, so mild
was the following winter. As a result, many cloves rotted
before spring, sometimes in huge quantities. It started badly.
An old Bob Dylan song was playing on the radio this morning.
Forever A-Changin’. Still relevant, eh?
Come gather 'round people, wherever you roam
And admit that the waters, around you have grown
And accept it that soon, you'll be drenched to the bone.
If your time to you, is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin', or you'll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin'.
Flooded in St-Barthélemy
With spring came rain. As mentioned in previous issue,
producer Natasha Normand had her 3200 garlic plants flooded
on May 3. Some were submerged only 10 to 14 days but those
on the lower beds remained in this unfortunate position 3 full
weeks. Even after the water had withdrawn to the surface, the
aisles were as many small streams and the soil of the beds
remained soggy like a sponge for another 2 to 3 weeks. Tell
me about favorable conditions for «bad fungi»!
Yet, despite fungal diseases or drowning losses, Natasha
ended up harvesting enough good garlic to hold a stand at a
local event and make some business, in addition to receiving
congratulations and encouragement from many clients.

Amazing garlic!

Downpour in Sherrington
In the afternoon of Friday August 4, in Sherrington, the land
of Denys Van Winden and those of his neighbors suffered hail
and strong winds, followed by heavy rain – over 200 mm in
less than 3 hours. The L’Acadie River then came out of its bed
to flood thousands of acres of land.
This garlic field was almost finished harvesting when the water
began to rise on August 4, 2017

Except for one field which he had planned to harvest the
following day but was flooded for 70 hours, most of Denys'
11 hectares of garlic were already harvested, thank goodness,
but his 400 acres of lettuce, carrots, onions, parsnips are a total
loss. Three weeks later, at the time of writing these lines, he
is still unable to access his fields with machinery.

Photo credit: La Terre de chez nous

L’Ail du Fleuve, a predestined name?
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To contact the Haliburton County Garlic Growers Association: Visit website:www.haliburtongarlic.ca
or phone Sheila Robb 705-489-4201, Email robbsheila@gmail.com
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We recently contacted plant pathologist, Michael Celetti,
at OMAF and MRA, who is leading the work on refining
these methods and learned that progress has been made. He
expressed interest in working with a team here in
Haliburton to repeat the study using the new methodology.
The U-links director is currently looking for funding, and
if all necessary factors fall into place, we will again attempt
that study.
In the meantime, we have made several provincial
presentations and reports on the work we have done and
the role of the garlic-grower citizen scientists. Our citizen
scientists have become a cadre of informed growers who
are sharing the knowledge gained with new growers
struggling with garlic pests.

NEXT STEPS
Follow up to field research
on managing garlic pests
by Angel Taylor
Several months ago, Emma Horrigan and I reported
in the Garlic News on a collaborative field research
project seeking non-chemical remedies for garlic
pests that were causing damage to garlic crops in
Haliburton County. We would like to provide you
with an update as to the current and future status of
this project.
To briefly summarize the study, a partnership of the
Haliburton County Garlic Growers Association
(HCGGA) and the Haliburton County Farmers’
Market Association (HCFMA) led by our local
community-based research centre, U-Links, focused
on documenting the distribution and impact of leek
moth on local garlic crops and developing evidencebased remedies that would help growers reduce the
impact of this pest. Garlic growers, all members if
the HCGGA, were involved in data collection as
citizen scientists. This three-year project also tested
the effectiveness of cover crops, Asian mustard and
pearl millet, together with certified clean seed as an
approach for reducing bulb and stem nematode
populations in the soil.
Because the detection rate of bulb and stem
nematode in soil samples was inconsistent between
each year, conclusions could not be drawn regarding
the effectiveness of using the cover crops. The
methods used for collecting and processing soil
samples to detect bulb and stem nematode
populations need further research.

To contact the Haliburton County Garlic Growers Association: Visit website:www.haliburtongarlic.ca
or phone Sheila Robb 705-489-4201, Email robbsheila@gmail.com
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2017 Winterkill & Harvest Reports
Winterkill Summary 2016-2017 Crop
Beaver Pond Estates Small-Plot Organic Garlic Variety
Trials, Maberly, Ontario
Cloves
Plants
Horticultural
%
Planted
Emerged
Group
Loss
2016
2017
All Turban
75
74
1.3
All Asiatic
33
33
0
All Creoles
211
201
4.7
All Artichoke
349
321
8.0
All Porcelain
399
374
6.3
All Marbled PS
171
158
7.6
Glazed Purple
53
38
28
Purple Stripes
47
35
25.5
All Rocambole
510
406
20.4
All Silverskins
116
92
20.6
All Groups
1986
1732
12.8
Emergence notes: Overall losses were high. They are
attributed mainly to the long midwinter thaw/freeze cycle that
occurred in February March 2017; however, some
losses may have also occurred during the extended, wet &
cold spring. Losses in the hardneck groups were the largest.
Hardnecks are generally believed to be cold hardy, but this
past winter would indicate that the softneck Artichokes and
semi-bolting types are more able to survive the rigours of a
thaw-freeze cycle.

Good news from the Island
Ron Matheson of Charlottetown, PE, sent this cheerful
note. " Garlic turned out really great so far. Time will tell
how well it will store. It's still in the drying stage. I had less
than 3000 plants in this year which is smaller than my usual
crop. Hope to increase it back to 6000 or so next year if
Mother Nature is good to me. Hope your garlic was a success
this year." Ron
2017 Winterkill & Harvest Report
Dorothy & Viren Oogarah, Centreville, Ontario
Cultivar
No.
Up
%
Lifted Av. Size
Planted May Loss July
Creole
Burgundy
182
174
4.4
162
EJ
Rose de
305
299
1.9
271
SJ
Lautrec
Cuban Purple
10
9
10
9
Gi
Artichoke
Endurance
320
303
5.3
303
SJ
Wettergren
288
286
0.7
286
SJ
Sicilian Gold
200
197
1.5
197
EJ
Transylvanian
100
100
0
99
SJ
Porcelain
Majestic
50
46
8
43
LT
Millar
306
306
0
297
Gi
Chiloe
251
251
0
249
Gi
Marbled
Siberian
297
297
0
298
J
Rocambole
Reliable
77
77
0
76
LT
Yugoslavian
153
153
0
163
Gi
Marino
56
56
0
55
J
Deerfield
50
50
0
50
EJ
Russian Red
248
244
1.6
246
EJ
Sp Antolini
10
10
0
10
EJ
French
37
37
0
41
SJ
Silverskin
F40
168
166
1.1
161
EJ
Turban
Col
Argentine #4
104
98
5.7
101
SJ
L. Sicilian
102
96
5.8
105
TT5V
225
219
2.6
216
EJ
Emergence notes: Winter survival rates as of May 14, 2017.
Rose de Lautrec look very stunted and some are just barely
poking theirs heads through the ground. Turbans look
fantastic! Bulbil survival rate was terrible. I wonder if they
have been 'drowned out' with so much rain?
Harvest notes: Harvest sizes are using GGAO size chart.
The Turbans, Creoles, Artichokes, Rocamboles and
Silverskins performed well. Siberian have approx. 30% bulbs
rotting. The Porcelains showed very mottled leaves (fusarium)
and quickly turned yellow? Therefore, I dug some of them
earlier than the rest. Next year I will try compost tea.
Editor's note: Some cultivars, especially in the Rocambole &
Turban Groups often produce doubled or tripled cloves under
the same wrapper. Planting such a clove results in two or more
bulbs, accounting for more bulbs harvested count than
emerged.

2017 Winterkill on the prairies
Anna Schaab of Yorkton, SK, wrote: "Winter kill in
Alberta and Saskatchewan is apparent as the cold weather set
in before the snow got here. Tons of winter kill. We have
heard the colonies just rototilled the garlic gardens under as
everything was rotten. It's not as easy to grow as everyone
thinks. Our fields are looking beautiful though, patience and
experience appear to be paying off."
Doug Waterer of the U of S Horticultural Research
division in Saskatoon wrote: "Paul, we definitely saw a lot
of over-winter loss this year largely attributed it to a
combination of extreme cold in Nov/Dec coupled with a
complete lack of snow past Christmas. Add a couple of midwinter thaws into the equation - and we have a recipe for
disaster. The folks that tried to get through without straw
mulch were wiped out, but even with straw, results were not
good. It was not just the garlic that suffered - we saw huge
loss of perennial plantings, roses, petunias, lilies, etc. some
of which had been around for years."
Adam Yakabuskie of Calgary, AB, who had major crop
losses, wrote: " I’m looking to get your garlic list that will be
available for this fall planting as early as possible.
Last year I planted too late and had issues with winter or frost
kill. Still not giving up! Thanks for the conversation this
morning. It is frustrating, when an individual puts money in
the ground and gets poor returns on investment. Not a very
good year for many of the varieties."
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THE GARLIC DIRECTORY
Listings of garlic for sale, garlic wanted and anything that garlic growers might want.

Cheff Fields Garlic & Alpaca Farm, Renfrew, Ontario
15 varieties of garlic, seed garlic, garlic braids custom made
to your order, pickled garlic & scapes, delicious garlic jellies,
garlic chocolate garlic fudge, and much more. Beautiful
knitted items from our own alpaca fleece in original colours.
See us at the Carp Farmers’ Market or phone Catherine at
613-432-7019 or
chefffieldsfarm@gmail.com. Open by appointment.
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MORE GARLIC DIRECTORY
Listings of garlic for sale, garlic wanted and anything that garlic growers might want.

Garlic for Sale: Featuring ‘the original
Big Ass Pickled Garlic’
& assorted garlic products, will ship.
Music garlic in season.
See facing page. Ph. 705-766-2748.
Email: bigassgarlic@hotmail.com.

•
•
•
•
•

ORGANICALLY GROWN MUSIC & IVAN
plus 20 varieties, also Elephant, will ship in
Canada, seed from bulbils, seed garlic and fresh market.
Simon de Boer, LANGSIDE FARMS RR#2 Teeswater, ON
519-357-1919. sdeboer@hurontel.on.ca

Machinery for Garlic Production
Semi-Automatic Planters
Automatic Planters
Weeding Machines
Bulb Separators
Row shapers

Send an E-mail to receive a complete list of all
equipment available with price list, full specification
and demonstration videos.
Email: Garlicontario@gmail.com

Garlic from Blue Marsh Farm,
Nova Scotia.
Check our website for details:
www.bluemarshfarm.ca
Ph. 902-623-0832
Email: barbara@bluemarshfarm.ca

Cutting Veg Organic Garlic
Persian, Israeli, Yugo, Tibetan, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Salt Spring, Russian.
See card facing page.
www.thecuttingveg.com. Contact Daniel Hoffmann,
daniel@thecuttingveg.com.
647-388-7444

GARLIC NEWS
2017 ADVERTISING RATES
Business Card: $50.00 for 1 year of 4 Issues
Box Ad: $50.00 per column inch or 5 lines.
Directory listing, For Sale or Wanted: 5 lines $30.00 per
year, extra lines, $10.00.
¼ Page ad: $30.00 per issue, $100.00 per year
Full Page Ad or flyer insert:
$100.00 per Issue, $175.00 for 2 Issues,
$300.00 for 1 year of 4 Issues.
Email: garlicnews@kingston.net for quote.
Your ad includes referral service to customers looking
for garlic, at no additional cost to you.
A year-round ad or business card keeps your farm in
the eye of the buyer.

New Oxley Garlic, Naturally!
“Music” – a song for your palate.
www.newoxleygarlic.com
jackie@newoxleygarlic.com

The Garlic Garden. Fresh garlic & garlic products.
Darrel & Anna Schaab,
Box 1727, Yorkton, SK, S3N 3L3.
Ph. 306-786-3377
Email
thegarlicgarden@imagewireless.ca

Do you really believe that you can harvest a good crop
from planting diseased seed?

BUY LOCAL, BUY ORGANIC, BUY CANADIAN IT MAKES HEALTHY BUSINESS SENSE
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The best recipes, garlic tips and ideas
Fall is here and with it come colds & cold sores
Colds ar e a r eal nuisance and cold sor es ar e even wor se.
Fear not, gar lic to the r escue.

Garlic & Chicken Soup for Colds
A good soup will soothe when we' r e feeling sick. While a
hot toddy can take the edge off and a war m bed can r est
tir ed muscles, it takes a bowl of gar lic soup to help you
fight off that cold altogether . Gar lic and chicken
together in a soup makes it even better .
So, you dig out your Gr andma' s r eal tonic for a cold,
good old chicken soup laced with lots of gar lic
If you' ve mislaid it, her e' s a simple r ecipe:

First, the common cold. If you eat gar lic as a r egular par t
of your diet, then your immune system has been boosted
and your chances of getting a cold is r educed. So, you get
a cold despite the gar lic, your nose is r unny and your
head is stuffed up.
2 lar ge gar lic bulbs, separ ated and cloves peeled
Make a hot toddy with gar lic and take sever al times 1 lar ge onion, minced
dur ing the day and at bedtime. Boil a cup of water , stir 1 quar t chicken stock
in a tablespoon of honey, add a spoonful of lemon juice 1 cup r oasted chicken, chopped or shr edded
and then, using a gar lic pr ess, squeeze in 2 or 3 cloves of 2 or 3 spr igs of fr esh par sley, finely chopped
gar lic. Stir and br eathe in the vapour s to ease the 1 cup noodles or fine pasta
dash lemon juice
stuffiness while sipping it hot.
You can add some nutmeg and cinnamon if you wish and
a couple of tablespoons of Seagr am' s or Canadian Club
won' t hur t you either . It won' t cur e the cold but you' ll
ease the symptoms consider ably. Some folks add
cayenne pepper as well but I find that a bit too much.
To r elieve coughs, make a syr up by cr ushing peeled
gar lic cloves in natur al honey and let soak for 24 hour s.
Take a teaspoon full and let slide slowly down your
thr oat to ease the cough. Make only enough of this to use
up as it will not keep.
To r elieve a stuffy head, inhale the steam fr om gar lic
simmer ed in milk. It r estor es clear br eathing.

Method:

Pour chicken stock into a lar ge saucepan and set to boil.
If you' ve just r oasted a whole chicken, it is best to make
your own stock by simmer ing the bones with some
vegetables like car r ots and celer y to make your own;
other wise, you can use r eady-made chicken stock. Add
pasta, minced onion, shr edded chicken and par sley and
boil just until the pasta is done. Tur n down heat. Add
finely chopped gar lic cloves (or better still, use a gar lic
pr ess to make a finer mincing of the gar lic). Let the soup
sit about 3 minutes to allow the gar lic to par tially cook.
Remember not to over cook gar lic or you destr oy a lot of
the health benefits.
Add a dash of lemon juice, stir and ser ve in soup cups.
Inhale the gar lic vapour s while sipping the soup. Voila!
Your thr oat feels better alr eady!

Cold Sores or Herpes Simplex. The cold sor es cause
blister s on the lips (and elsewher e but we won' t go ther e).
Antibiotics only tr eat bacter ia and ar e not effective
against her pes, which is a vir us. Gar lic, on the other
hand is effective against vir uses. Gar lic kills vir uses upon Quick & Lazy Chicken Noodle Soup with Garlic
dir ect contact, including those r esponsible for her pes Sometimes, you' r e just too sick to cook up a good,
infections.
homemade gar lic and chicken soup. An easy alter native
At the fir st sign of an outbr eak of cold sor es, take gar lic is to use the dr ied, packaged chicken noodle soup to star t.
or ally. The best for m is r aw, minced, taken with your I pr efer Lipton' s Chicken Noodle Soup but your own
br and will do just fine. Her e' s the lazy method:
food, at meals or as often as possible.
Cold sor es on the mouth, once er upted, can also be
tr eated dir ectly with gar lic. To avoid bur ning the
sur r ounding skin, cr ush or scr ape a clove of gar lic and
add a few dr ops of olive oil. Apply to the cold sor e
r egular ly to make it shr ink and disappear . If you don' t
bur n fr om gar lic, simply slice a clove in half and pr ess
the exposed gar lic to the cold sor e, holding it for a 1/2
minute or mor e.

Ingredients:

1 package of dried soup mix (serves 4 size)
1 medium size carrot, finely shredded
1/2 small onion, finely minced
1/2 stalk fresh celery, finely shredded
3-4 lar ge gar lic cloves, peeled and pr essed or minced
Method:

Following instr uctions on the package, star t soup mix
boiling in a saucepan. When boiling, add shr edded
car r ots, celer y and onions. Boil for 5 minutes. Add
pr essed gar lic, tur n down heat and let sit for 3 minutes.
Do not over cook gar lic.
Ser ve in soup cups, inhaling the gar lic vapour s.

Her pes is thought “incur able”. Once you ar e infected,
the vir us r emains in the body, deep in the ner ve cells.
Outbr eaks of her pes fr equently occur dur ing times of
str ess and fatigue, lower ed immunity and dur ing mild or
sever e illness. Why it is often the pr ecur sor to a cold is
not known but many people get a cold sor e and a day or
two later , come down with a cold.
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Book Review
The Complete Book of Garlic
by Lorraine Bannister

The Complete Book of Garlic by Ted
Jordan Meredith, published 2008 by
Timber
Press,
Portland,
OR
(timberpress.com) and is subtitled a
guide for gardeners, growers and
serious cooks.
This is a gorgeous book full of
fascinating detail, amazing photos and a wealth of information.
It’s a perfect coffee-table book, if we still call them that. We
left the book out for about a year so that we could read and reread the sections we were really interested in and of course
because it looked so great sitting out. Now we have it in the
bookshelf and refer to it often when we need accurate and
complete information about some aspect of our garlic
production. Ted Jordan Meredith writes clearly and covers his
material thoroughly. The pictures of garlic look like fine art, or
at least art for gardeners and garlic growers. The author is also
the photographer.
‘All About Garlic’ is the first main division of the book, where
we learn that two-thirds of the world’s garlic comes from
China. The United States (mostly California) produces 5% of
the world’s output and Canada isn’t in the top 10 countries in
terms of production. To me this means that there is a great
opportunity in Canada to increase garlic production because we
have such a great climate for growing particularly hardneck
garlic with our cold winters and rich soils. The other chapters
in this section include ‘Natural History’ and ‘Cuisine’ which is
not to say cooking - it’s very specific to garlic, such as how it’s
used in food, how it’s prepared, like sautéed or roasted,
chopped or pressed and how to process garlic. Then there’s
‘Therapeutic Benefits’ which are quite considerable and wellreferenced and ‘Cultivation’ which is comprehensive.
The second section is titled ‘The Essentials’ - mainly covering
different types of garlic in a span of one hundred pages and
containing fabulous pictures of growing and dry garlic. One
idea the author expresses that I love is the thought that
appreciating and enjoying garlic is almost like being a wine
connoisseur – the more you know the more you enjoy!
The final short chapter in this section is called ‘Quick Guides’
and it’s a very user-friendly set of lists about growing and
buying garlic. There follows a list of sources for seed and
organizations that support and encourage garlic growers. The
Bibliography is extensive and full of ideas for further reading
or research. It’s a rare book that has an interesting bibliography,
but falls in that category, with a reference from 1753 (Carl
Linnaeus) through to many recent articles about some aspect of
garlic. There is a compelling assortment and volume of
material from around the world to substantiate claims made in
the book. I was pleased to see references to publications from
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and a periodical called The
Garlic News, also from Ontario but with contributions from
across Canada.
I recommend this book highly for both book lovers and for
garlic lovers. Lorraine
Editor: Lorraine has posted this review on her website
(www.garlicgoodness.ca). Readers may also wish to see another
review of Ted's fine book in Issue 17 of the Garlic News.

When it comes to Garlic, size is everything (or so they
say...?)
by Karen Poce, Chesley, ON

This 2017 garlic harvest was disappointing to say the least.
You know how it goes, you plant way back in October after
you have painstakingly chosen all your large beautiful garlic
heads for seed. Soil has been ploughed after your cover crop
grew. Seeds planted by hand, prayers are given, now you
can sleep.
And when you awaken the snow has melted... wait a second
it's only February .... but it's warm, a bit too warm. Not a
problem because the next day it snows, then melts, then
rains, snows, rains, rains and rains and .... can I go back to
sleep now?
And so, it went. We've heard all about this cool wet spring
and summer.
Last year, we perspired through it. It was tough but at least
in the end we had one of the best harvests, largest heads ever.
We were oh so smug!
This 2017 harvest, each dig and pull of garlic was a bummer!
Smaller than previous years, each pull seemed to remind me
of all the hard work for not? We moaned, pouted, dragged
our feet. We cleaned, sorted, huffed and puffed. How do I
collect my seed when I'll be left with very small to braid for
my customers? How will they react after me going on about
how large last year’s crop was?
So, I wimped into our kitchen to test these wee stinky roses.
They sure looked pretty with their purple striped skins and
the bulbs small but all uniform. We sliced and tasted the
runts, wowie! biting hot, clean tasting and then sweet and
smooth. Shall I say better tasting than last year’s garlic?
Okay, I'm feeling psyched now and have a whole new
perspective on size Baby! Maybe, just maybe size doesn't
have everything to do with taste when it comes to garlic.
Maybe after being pelted with heavy, continuous rain my
clay soil compacted my garlic into a tiny hot damn tasty
crew.
So, another garlic lesson learned. Mother Nature rules again
but she produced a flavour more intense than in past years....
or maybe I'm compensating for my shortfalls? Either way
I'll leave you with this thought "Garlic size has little to do
with taste, it's what you do with it"
So, eat it raw, baked, roasted, eat it .... it’s good for you.
Editor's note: Is bigger really better in garlic? Well, if you are
selling garlic, you make more money with huge bulbs, that's for
sure. But, if you are eating garlic, the very opposite is true.
Smaller vegetables have more flavour and nutrition than big ones.
Think of baby carrots, baby potatoes, baby beets. They all taste
better than big ones. And, who would pick a huge, tough zucchini
from their garden over a small, crispy one?
In vegetables, the best flavour and nutrition is found at the surface,
not in the starchy centre. A small one has more surface in relation
to centre than a large one, ergo, the small one is tastier and
healthier for you just on the ratio.
Now, the problem is that a garlic grower just can't get that
message across to a culture that believes that Biggie Fries with
your 1/2 Pounder burger and Biggie Coke are the way to go.
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Garlic Adventures at Highland
Organics
By: Terry Graydon

I’m tired of this year’s ruthless rain,
just like everybody else, but I can’t
help the feeling of satisfaction and safety when I have full
water tanks with my passive water collecting system. My
garlic patch is located on a gentle slope facing South. I
decided not to invest in a well just yet, instead, I’m collecting
rain water and using the gravity of the slope to water and
wash garlic.

Garlic Scape Pesto
By: Terry Graydon

Ingredients:

1 cup garlic scapes, chopped
¼ cup raw walnuts or sunflower seeds
½ cup sunflower oil
¼ cup Parmesan cheese
½ cup basil leaves
Juice of one lemon
Preparation:

Place the garlic scapes in a food processor and pulse for 30
seconds. Add the nuts or seeds and pulse for 30 seconds.
Scrape down the sides of the bowl. Add the oil and process
for 15 seconds. Add the Parmesan cheese and pulse until the
ingredients are combined. Add the basil and lemon juice, and
process until reaching the desired consistency. Add salt to
taste and enjoy. Stores well in the freezer.

Letters on late harvest
On July 12, Anne Janssen, Perth, ON, asked: Hi Paul.
What do you think? A later harvest this year because of the
cooler, wet weather? Anne
The water collecting station holds two 1000-litre water tanks
but is small enough to fit in the back of a full-sized truck. It
took two people one morning to build it and set it up at the
top of the hill above the garlic patch. It’s important to ensure
the site is level. I added some gravel to accomplish this and
checked it with a level.
Concrete blocks are set under each corner of both tanks to aid
the gravity feed.

Some of the materials are recycled, the floor is made from
wood pallets and the eavestrough, downspout, taps and tanks
are all used materials. Rain water runs off the back of the
sloped roof into an eaves trough then into a flexible
downspout that is easily moved to fill each tank one at a time.
The front of each tank has a tap and a manual shut off valve.
Love it! Patio stones around the structure are very useful for
work space and to eliminate the need for grass cutting. The
sides are handy to hang all your garden tools.
It cost about $125 to build. The tanks vary in price. Look for
tanks that are ‘clean’ and safe to use with food.
Updates and more Garlic Adventures to be continued…at
Highland Organics Farm

Editor: Hi Anne. Not only late but difficult with all the rain.
Harvesting in mud is no fun. A lot of extra work to wash the mud
out of the roots. Turbans & Creoles are ready, Artichokes should
be ready next week. If the sun comes out for a few days, the others
could come on quite rapidly

Anne again on July 18: Just pulled a couple of Music and
two layers of skin are peeling off even though the leaves
themselves are fully green. It all looks quite small yet. Many
of my Artichokes had already split but had bulbed up nicely.
Porcelains…I am waiting but they are also splitting. I’m
hoping that with this little dry spell they will grow some more
and not split further. Interestingly, I didn’t have any
winterkill. Another interesting year...
Editor: We pulled the Artichokes yesterday. Excellent.
Pulled two Porcelain cultivars today to check. Not quite ready,
maybe Friday. Very disappointing, small, poor size. Leaves look
ready but bulbs aren’t filling out. I suspect the Porcelains will be
the poorest this year. They were also hit the worst with winter kill.

On July 29, Terry Graydon, Smiths Falls, ON, asked: Hi
Paul. What are you hearing from growers about harvest time
this year? Mine still aren't ready yet.
Editor: Yes, harvest is later than usual. It depends on the cultivars.
Turbans came out July 11, the others in their order. Only the
Silverskins left. Many growers pulled early before garlic was
ready, - - rushing to meet the ridiculously early Perth and Carp
Garlic Festival dates. The strange season is causing some growers
to make strange decisions.
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Garlic & Garlic Products from
Eureka Garlic, Kensington, PEI
Attention, Market Gardeners!!
Seed Garlic for Fall Planting
Cultivar List. Spring planting garlic
available as well.
Variety

Type

Variety

Type

Eureka Clayton

T

Art

Keeper
Morado Giante
Shangtung Purple
Eureka Xian
Continental
Eureka Clifford
Eureka Duncan
Eureka Jenny
Eureka Rowan
Eureka Veronica
Floha
Georgian Crystal
GermanPorcelain
German White
Great Northern
Mennonite
Moravia
Music
Northern Quebec
Susan Delafield's
Darwin
Eureka Amie
Eureka Judy
Eureka Kim
Eureka Myrtis
Khabar
Persian Star
Vekak Czech
Elephant
Jumbo Elephant

T
T
T
T
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
PSM
PSM
PSM
PSM
PSM
PSM
PS
PSG
E
E

Kettle River
Giant
Portugeorge
Sicilian Gold
Transylvania
Alison's
Brown Saxon
Eureka Allen
Eureka Helen

Key to Type
T...Turban
P...Porcelain
PSM..Purple Stripe Marbled
PSG..Purple Stripe Glazed
PS....Purple Stripe
Art... Artichoke
R...Rocambole
SS...Silverskin
E... Elephant
C...Creole

French Rocambole

German Brown
GSF65
Italian Purple
Kiev
Kilarney Red
Korean Purple
Marino
Salt Spring Select
Slovak Mountain
Spanish Roja
Ukrainian
Ukrainain Hot
Eureka Danaerys
Nootka Rose
Silverskin
Cuban Purple

“Let my business help your business”

Garlic Products at Wholesale
Dehydrated Garlic Products

Art
Art
Art
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
SS
SS
SS
C

I make a nice selection of value-added garlic
products that I offer in bulk quantities at
wholesale prices. These sell well at events &
Farmers’ Markets and it can save you a lot of
time. You just package them into retail packs.
The following products are available at a new,
lower wholesale price:
Garlic Powder, or,
Garlic Pearls, both in 100 gram bags
Garlic Scape Powder, or
Garlic Scape Soup Beads, 5 lbs./$200.00
also in 1 lb. bags

Fresh Scapes: Bulk pricing in season

Eureka Black Garlic
Prices: 50g bag, $5.00
: 1/2 lb. bag, $17.00
: 1 lb. bag, $30.00
: 4 lb. bag, $100.00
: 50 lb. tote, $1250.00
(Shipping included in tote price)

NEW for Fall 2017!
Huge rounds,
Elephant & Turban,
to grow super-size
bulbs.
Reserve now.

Prices
Seed Garlic
for
Fall Planting
1-5 bulbs: $4/bulb
6-49 bulbs: $3.50/bulb
50+ bulbs: $3.00/bulb

Order products now for quick delivery.
Garlic will ship in time for planting. Al
Contact Al Picketts, Email <al@eurekagarlic.ca> Phone 1-902-836-5180 or cell 1-902-303-5549
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We get calls and letters

Destroy garlic bulbs damaged by leek moth?

Diseases, drought & insect problems

Bob Boutillier of Acton ON, asked: I’ve just finished my
final cleaning and inspecting. It’s my 3rd year of growing
about 2,000 bulbs. I’ve noticed that this year I have more
leek moth damage than previous years. It’s still quite low as
a percentage, just more than I’ve had before. And of course,
they always go for the largest bulbs. Whenever I came across
one before I destroyed the bulb. I’m now clawing back my
planting stack for the fall
before starting to fill my
orders.

Drought in NB
Jocelyne
Gauvin
of
Cocagne, NB, asked: Hi
Paul. What is the message we
should read from this ‘blue’
tinge on the Porcelain?
Our crop is super!! We were
very anxious about the
results, given the extremely
wet and cold spring and now
a 20+ year drought.
The soft neck varieties are
especially beautiful and best
size
ever.
We
are
appreciating the Artichokes
like never before! Beautiful garlic.
Another recurring observation: Rocamboles with many
doubles, about 20-30%? Thanks, Jocelyne.
Editor: Blue Porcelain? Colour is only skin deep. It is the result of
the plant absorbing chemicals present in the soil. This year, being
very wet, garlic that would appear white in most years - especially
the Silverskins, Creole and Porcelains, displayed various wrapper
colours - depending on the soil in which it was growing. The
usually colourful ones - the Turbans, Rocamboles and Purple
Stripes had much more vivid colouring for the same reason. Our
Porcelains all showed lovely striping, something rarely seen as
their normal wrapper colour is “porcelain”. Great news on your
garlic crop.
Doubles in Rocamboles? Yes, it happens a lot especially in some
cultivars like French. Doubles, triples - - - I’ve had as many as six,
yes, 6 cloves inside one clove wrapper. You can plant them and they
produce Siamese twins, two or more bulbs joined at the root so the
bulbs are flat on one side. Just another strange behaviour of garlic.

Dry summer broke records, read the headline in the
Moncton Times:
"This is the driest summer in more than 20 years in some
parts of the province, according to Environment Canada."
Embellisia Skin Blotch reported in Ontario
A little-known fungal disease of
garlic and other allium crops has
been reported in Ontario. Identified
as Embellisia allii, it is listed in the
Compendium of Onion and Garlic
Diseases but little information is
available on it.
The disease was first reported April 2011 in garlic in
Monterey County, California and has since spread through
North America, being reported in Montana later that year. In
2015, it was identified in Alberta. It appears that the disease
does not cause major crop loss but does affect garlic quality.
A "heads up" to growers to check their harvested garlic for
suspicious bulbs and follow precautionary measures to
prevent further spread.

Is destroying the entire
bulb necessary? Or, can
you just destroy the
infected clove and replant
the remaining ones? For a
small operation like mine,
losing any large bulbs is a
heartache.
Editor: Usually, all you need to do is to remove the damaged clove.
Just pop it out and check to make sure they didn’t damage a 2nd
one. The rest are generally untouched and sound.
What about the damaged clove? Its edible. Take a knife and slice
away to get the little worm. Kill it, cut away any decaying flesh and
the rest is good to eat. Paul.

White grub damage to garlic
White grubs or June bugs, those ugly critters known as June
beetles or May beetles, invade lawns and gardens late May
and June. In large
numbers,
they
cause
serious
feeding damage to
plants roots.
The picture below
shows the damage
to garlic bulbs
from white grubs that were apparently brought into the field
in
animal
manure.
Chewing damage to the
bulbs made about 10% of
the garlic unfit for
market.
Growers
are
welladvised to use only hot
composted manure when
using it as a fertilizer for
garlic. Hot composting
not only converts the
manure to an excellent
fertilizer but also kills
pathogens, insect eggs
and larvae that damage
vegetable crops
(More letters continued page 18, 19 and 20)
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More calls & letters

Lab Testing for Nematodes

Disease experiment

Randall Prescott of Almonte, ON, asked: We are well over
a thousand plants now and loving it. How is this weather
affecting your crop? I'm afraid to pull one cuz it's been so
wet. Secondly, is there a place to get your garlic tested for
diseases, nematodes, organic matter, etc.?

Terry Ross of Echo Bay, ON shared this experiment:
I tried an experiment this year that failed. I planted some
disease-free Porcelain this spring in a bed that I had
problems with in the past. My fall plantings had contacted
one of the diseases that affect garlic: nematodes, fusarium,
white rot, etc. I had hoped that by planting in spring I might
escape the critical stage of the disease in the garlic's growth.
However, I didn't. I didn't get any lab results on my soil.
When I called New Liskeard, Becky Hughes had left. I was
told that they did not do soil tests and was advised to contact
the labs at Guelph. The question is cost. Is it worth the
expense of hundreds of dollars for the small amount of garlic
I grow? I could work up a new piece of ground and try over
again. I lean towards the latter but also am curious of the
pest I have. I noticed the leaves on some beginning to turn
yellow before the scapes emerged. Today I decided to
harvest what remained before all were infected.
Included are photos of the diseased plants. There is a bluish
white mold growing on the top and sides of the bulbs. In
some cases, the roots are few and in poor condition.

I thought these photos might give you some thoughts on
what I am dealing with. This has been a crazy summer.
Never seen so much rain. Every week we get 2 -3 inches of
rain. I hear it is the same down your way which will no doubt
impact on the garlic harvest. Thanks for any thoughts you
might have. Terry
Editor: Hi Terry. Hard to tell because the plants look the same
whether its advanced fungal disease or the nematode. The only
sure way to tell is by lab test. Planting "disease-free” garlic in an
infected soil is not a good idea, spring or fall. You simply expose
it to disease or nematode and waste the clean seed. Rain has been
very bad this year, made harvest a muddy mess. Didn’t help with
diseases, either. Michael Celetti tells me that he thinks the
nematode will be back in a major way next year, having
reproduced rapidly this wet year. We’ll see.

Editor: Hello Randall. Lab Testing: You’re best to use the
government labs in Guelph. A little pricey but they have been
doing most the testing for the spread of the Stem & Bulb Nematode
as well as diseases affecting garlic. Remember that you need to
send both soil samples & suspect plant samples & specify tests
wanted. Website: https://afl.uoguelph.ca. You might also want to
touch base with Michael Celetti, the nematode specialist at
OMAFRA. 519-824-4120 ext. 58910. He is down to earth and has
a wealth of experience with the nematode issue.

"Good Day Garlic" of Cookstown, asked: Hi Peter. I run
a small garlic farm in Cookstown. Have been a gardener
most of my life and made the switch only two years ago to
garlic farming.
Dan told me you were his garlic mentor. He is mine. Ha!
I stumped Dan on question. On some of my hard neck
varieties after curing the necks became very soft to basically
feel like a soft neck variety. This is a nice big Russian bulb
and the neck is very squishy. I'm not sure if you get that from
the video (??). The garlic does not taste any different. It feels
firm and it hasn't affected my whole crop or one variety
more than the other. Any thoughts on this would be great.
Thanks, in advance.
Editor: Hello “Good Day Garlic”. There was no video or pictures
included. Soft stems on hardneck? My first suspicion would be a
disease or the Stem & Bulb Nematode. Hardneck stems are not
likely to go soft with curing. On the contrary, they go quite hard
and rigid. To check for disease, you need to send samples to a lab.
Garlic bulbs that look perfectly healthy can be infected and you
won’t know until they are planted and the damage shows up in the
following crop. You didn’t mention the cultivar? If it is the
Marbled Purple Stripe “Russian Giant”, this one appears to be
susceptible to fungal disease as well. The only sure way is by lab
examination. Better safe than sorry. By the way, my name is Paul.

"Good Day Garlic" again. Not sure why the pics and vid
didn't send. Wow! a lab that tests garlic. Where does one of
these labs exist? Is it expensive to have it done? I grew four
varieties Russian, Polish, Persian and Salt Spring Island. If
you could let me know about labs and fees (ballpark) that
would be great. Thanks again.

Decaying garlic. Stem & Bulb Nematode damage. OMAFRA

"There is no such thing as a little Garlic." Arthur Baer
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Still more letters
Math for multiplying your garlic
Daniel Hoffmann of Global Garlic, sent this bit of garlic
trivia to think about:
"I've always been fascinated by the math of growing
garlic. Trivia: If you started with one bulb of Persian
garlic to plant, how many bulbs could you have after six
years?
Answer: Let’s say that each bulb of garlic has seven cloves
on average. So, at garlic planting time, you plant those
seven cloves, and nine months later, you have seven
bulbs. You then separate those seven bulbs into cloves,
leaving you with 49 cloves, which you plant. At the end of
the 2nd season you have 49 Persian bulbs. You continue to
repeat this process, so at the end of year three, you have 343
bulbs. At the 4th harvest, you have 2401 bulbs. After the
5th harvest, you have 16,807 bulbs. And after six years?
117,649 bulbs! In six growing seasons, you took one bulb of
Persian garlic, and turned it into over 115,000 bulbs!
And, if you started with one bulb of Sicilian garlic, which
averages 10 cloves per bulb? After 6 years, you'd have one
million bulbs!
A new member, Jack Berry of Medina Ohio, wrote:
"I have a small garden a little over 300 square feet of
planting space all raised beds. I like to see how much I can
grow in a small area. I have been growing garlic for several
years with some success and some failures. I really enjoy
gardening and have gardened for some time. Gardening in
general is so dependent on the weather, it can be a real
challenge. Some of the information in the complimentary
issue you sent helped me put what I experienced this last
spring in prospective. It was a crazy spring and not much of
a winter either, warm then cold all winter. Thanks for doing
what you do."
Editor: Thank you Jack for sharing and for the Arthur Baer quote
on the bottom of page 17!

Leaves versus cloves
Bob Boutillier of Acton, ON, asked: I just received a
newsletter from Lee Valley tools. In it there was an article
about harvesting garlic. There was one statement in there
that I had never heard before and I question if it’s
accurate. Basically, if you count the number of leaves on
the plant that tells you how many cloves are on the
bulb. Four leaves = four cloves.
I didn’t yank one of mine to check, because they aren’t
ready. I grow Music and most of my plants have 6-8
leaves. But I know from experience that my bulbs usually
have 4-5 cloves. A myth perhaps?
Editor: Hello Bob. Nothing could be further from the truth. The
number of leaves has absolutely no relation to the number of
cloves. Most garlic cultivars, in a good growing year, have 10-12
leaves. In a year of stress, where they rush to maturity, they will
have fewer. And, small or underdeveloped plants have fewer.

Your Music this year should be running around 10. Be sure to
count the bottom leaf or two that has dried out and is only visible
on the stem.
The author of the article, a TV host, also promotes dirty garlic,
another widely popularized myth that “organic” garlic must be
dirty to be authentic. TV Gardeners aren’t necessarily the sharpest
knives in the garlic drawer!

More "Fake News" about garlic
Terry Ross of Echo Bay, ON, sent this reference to a
Toronto Star article in which the author claims that leaving
scapes on the plant doesn't make any difference to bulb
size:https://www.pressreader.com/canada/torontostar/2017
0714/282295320245850.
Editor: Yup, more “fake news” being spread on the Internet.
Removing scapes does result in larger bulbs, BUT, only with
Rocamboles, Porcelains & Purple Stripes. With Turbans, Creoles
& Asiatics, it doesn’t make any difference. And, of course, there’s
just no easy way to remove the bulbils that form along the stem of
most Artichokes! Too little information on the sporadic topset
formation that happens from time to time on Silverskins. Lots of
these supposed “experts” are responsible for spreading
misinformation, not a lot of help to the industry.

Tough year in Alberta but thankful
Jackie Chalmers of New Oxley Garlic, Claresholm, AB,
wrote: Hi Paul. Just to let you know I won't be advertising
this year. We are going into our 10th week without any
measurable precipitation - it's been a tough year. Ground
thawed in February, cold March and wet April did not bode
well for garlic in this part of the world. But we're not being
drowned out or burned out so we have much to be thankful
for. Hope all is well with you folks. Warm regards, Jackie.
Editor: Thank you Jackie. I’m sorry about your crop. It’s been a
tough year for garlic across much of Canada. There is always
much to be thankful for when you look at the news and see how
thousands of others are affected by the whims of Lady Luck.
I trust that you will keep up with garlic in future and not let it
discourage you. A little story from my youth.
I grew up on a farm in Saskatchewan. My father endured the
decade of drought of the Great Depression, the grasshopper
invasions, post-war harvest failures, even heavy snow and a hard
freeze end-June that destroyed his grain crops, but he remained
optimistic. He always said that the crop would be great “next
year”. I like to tell people that I come from “next year country!”

Mustard sources
It seems that Bailey Brothers Seed in Saskatchewan ran out
of Oriental mustard for nematode control. A small seed
company in Alberton, Ontario, General Seed Company, ph.
905-648-2101, carry a “nematode mustard mix” of Pacific
Gold and White Gold white mustard, supposedly better than
Oriental. I can’t confirm the claim but our provincial
nematologist believes it is. They have a website.
(Letters continued page 19)
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And still more calls & letters

Tip browning

Congratulations to the Hoffmanns!

Allison Miller of Kemptville, ON, asked:
I grow Ukrainian and Russian garlic. Every year the
Ukrainian tips turn brown before the scapes develop. It
doesn't seem to affect the size or quality of bulbs. The
Russian, which is grown in the same area, stays green until
the normal dry down. You mentioned yellow tips indicating
a fungal disease. Does this affect the bulbs in any way?
Would it be in the seed bulbs? It must not be in the soil as
it would also affect the Russian.

Babies are beautiful. Especially cute little cloves like this
one, born June 29 to Daniel and his wife Terri Segal of
Global Garlic, Jackson's Point, ON.

Editor: Hi Allison. Some garlic cultivars are more resistant to
disease than others. This could well be the explanation for the
difference in your two cultivars. Fungal diseases, a whole range
of them, are present in all soils and are carried both by the soil
and by the seed bulbs themselves. Thus, if you were to get
Ukrainian seed from another source, it would likely behave the
same with tips turning brown.
You evidently have lots of nutrition in your soil to keep the plants
healthy. And, as gardeners are aware, healthy plants, those
growing in rich soil, resist disease better than ones growing in
poor soil. Having observed the tip browning for several decades,
you can’t eliminate it completely. The best you can do is to
regularly feed the soil with lots of compost and organic matter to
keep diseases in check.

Signs of rot

Daniel stated: "Despite my pleading and begging, Terri
would not agree to name the baby Garly. Can you believe
it? I would have petitioned for Garlo, if it had been a boy. In
the end, we went with Hannah Jude Segal Hoffmann. Or
Garly for short."

In July, Karlos Isaac wrote: Our crop appeared to recover
after I spoke with you in May, with the mushy outer layer
drying off, and the plants once again looking good. Then,
later in June, we started to see signs of this rot. At least
half of our crop is ruined by now. We have not yet sent soil
samples for testing, but will probably do so shortly. Just
curious if you have any input based on these pictures. As
you know, it had been an extremely wet year.

No leek moth in Nova Scotia yet
Bob Barnes of Branch Lahave, NS wrote: Hi Paul, which
type of garlic appears to be hotter than the others? What are
your “hottest” varieties? Want to get some seed garlic with
a bite! My garlic is looking good. We are in the western part
of Nova Scotia. No sign of the leek month this year in my
garlic.
Editor: Hi Bob. The heat in garlic is more the result of latitude
and soil chemistry than it is the specific variety. All garlic cultivars
are hotter when grown in northern Canadian climates than in
southern latitudes like California. Advertising claims that Music
is the hottest garlic is just marketing hype. Of the many taste tests
that readers have sent, there is nothing to support these claims.
The Porcelains have larger cloves than the others so more volume
when you chew a large clove gives you a stronger heat sensation
than chewing a small clove. That would suggest that you want to
grow Porcelains because they seem to be hotter. You can get a
good bite out of any garlic when you eat it raw. Now, to increase
the bite, simply add elemental sulphur or aluminum sulphate to
your soil before planting, not too much or it will change the pH of
the soil.

Let me know your thoughts. I would really like to have
someone visit our farm, to see it first-hand. I'm having
difficulty finding anyone knowledgeable to come look.
Editor: Hi Karlos. My bets would be on it being a major infestation
of Bulb & Stem Nematode brought in with your seed garlic. A lab
pathology test will tell you for sure. They’ll probably ask you to
send both bulb and soil samples. Farm visits? No, that was in the
olden days when government Ag Reps would help the farmers.
They got rid of them. Let me know how the tests come out.
Enclosing a bit of information on the nematode to assist you.
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2017 garlic crop, not a good news story

Soil Biology Workshop August 16, 2017

Very simply, the 2017 garlic crop was disappointing in
many parts of the country. For many growers, it was a near
failure. Winterkill, then a late and cold spring followed by
a wet, cool growing season all took their toll. Plants were
shorter with fewer leaves, some cultivars with as few as 5
or 6, instead of the usual 10-12. Fewer and shorter leaves
translate into smaller bulbs at harvest time. While the
central regions of Canada had nearly non-stop rainy days,
other areas such as the prairies and New Brunswick
suffered drought conditions.
New diseases, like Embellisia skin blotch, made their debut
adding to the list of fungal diseases affecting garlic crops.
On the positive side, leek moth activity was minor from
reports received with this pest causing insignificant
damage. The cold spring negatively impacted the leek moth
reproductive cycle. Fewer moths survived and those that
did had mating interrupted by bouts of cold weather
through April, May and even June.
In Eastern Ontario, the harvest was late by almost 2 weeks.
Rain during the early part of the harvest turned the garlic
plots into heavy mud. The spread in maturity dates between
Horticultural Groups was considerably greater than most
other years. While the Turbans were ready in early July, the
Rocamboles didn't mature till end July-early August.
Curing was very difficult for growers lacking good drying
facilities. The near-100% relative humidity caused by
incessant rains didn't allow outdoor air drying. Black mould
would appear almost overnight on bulbs outdoors.
The Porcelains fared quite badly but once again, the
softnecks, especially the Artichokes, saved the crop,
performing the best of all in a tough growing year.
This was the story from many parts of Canada. Go to the
"Letters" pages to get an idea on disease problems and how
vastly different the weather across Canada was this year.
Garlic at the Ontario garlic festivals made a dismal showing
this year with small bulbs, dirty and even diseased garlic
with mud sticking to the bulbs on display. It was not a good
news story for many growers in 2017.

Soil biology is a new and emerging science for farmers.
Little is known about the billions of microbes that live in
healthy soil, interacting with each other to make plants
grow. Searching the Internet is a frustrating exercise, little
practical data but lots of opportunists out there selling fancy
compost mixes, compost tea makers, and over-priced online courses. In pursuit of my experiments of using compost
and compost tea as organic solutions to the problems of
soil-borne diseases, I was fortunate to attend a "Biology of
Soil Health Workshop" for farmers, run by the Compost
Council of Canada in Manotick, ON.
This hands-on workshop for farmers covered these topics:
• What is “soil health”?
• The Biology of Soil Structure
• The Biology of Fertility
• The Biology of Disease Suppression
• The Biology of Soil Carbon
• Creating healthy soil ecosystems (concepts,
principles, practices)
I won't attempt to repeat the vast amount of information the
workshop covered, but I do encourage garlic growers to put
"Soil Biology" on your bucket list of things to learn.
Farmers using sound organic practice have followed the
methods needed to build and maintain healthy living soil
for centuries. It is only in recent years that these practices
have captured the interest of scientists and researchers who
are interested in finding the science behind the practice.
Perhaps it was the great hubbub over climate change that
has revealed that bad agricultural practice has been the
cause of releasing much of the carbon from the soil where
it belongs, contributing to changes in the earth's weather. If
so, great. Bring on more revelations of this nature!
Whatever caused the scientific interest doesn't matter as
much as the fact that agriculture is changing, going back in
time before destructive farming practices created problems.
More and more farmers are taking a closer look at practices
such as use of cover crops and compost, crop rotation,
restoration of tree cover, reduced use of fertilizers and
synthetic pesticides and following methods of sequestering
carbon in the soil.
Soil biology will ultimately identify all the organisms that
make up healthy soils and reveal the manner in which they
interact to fight disease and make plants grow.
It’s the way of the future agriculture needed for growing
better crops and creating a truly sustainable food production
system needed to feed the growing world population.
Soil biology has a very direct impact on the emerging garlic
industry in Canada. The rapid spread of diseases that
diminish and destroy crops is a good indication that many
of the current farm practices are the cause. Good practices
based on a better understanding of soil life hold the
solution.

Bulbs lifted from the ground came out as clumps of mud.
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